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‘Smart, funny (and rude!).’ Anna Moore, Mail on Sunday
‘Witty, wonderful… a story so compelling and strange … there should
be a warning on the cover: Open with Caution. Eccentric, funny and
deeply disturbing… an acute understanding of human nature and a
remarkable visual sense.’ Selina Hastings, The Oldie
‘Wicked, great comic characters.’ Anne Robinson
‘Seductive.’ Lisa Segrave
‘Her deep understanding of what the heart can make people do
enables her in her latest novel to turn a tale of narcissism into a
haunting story of loss altogether moving in its humanity.‘ Darryl
Pinckney
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This mischievous roman à clef revolves around the interactions of five
main characters. There is Patricia, a young English woman who lives in
Lucca and is married with a cerebral Italian academic Andrea. She has a
young child and a deep longing for home. Then there are polar
opposites Malise and Christian. Malise is beautiful, smart, aloof and
cruel, and Christian, his younger brother, has never been able to let go
of his adoration for Malise. Growing up together in Hertfordshire they
are bound together by a grossly immoral secret as crass as Kathleen, the
nurse who looks after their father. Meeting Patricia in Italy changes both
of them forever, unleashing emotions neither knew existed. Sensuous,
darkly funny bordering on demonic, Patricia and Malise is a wicked
love story that skillfully plays with painfully British obsessions.
Susanna Johnston is a novelist and former feature writer for Tatler. She
is married, with four daughters, and divides her time between Lucca
and Oxfordshire where she lives with her architect husband.
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